Formula AllCode Test Routine
Document changes
Change description
• Made step C6f clearer (calibration of turn)
• Further clarifications to C6f (calibration of turn)
• Corrected C6e (calibration turn angle)
• Altered C6f(iii) – motors and encoders test
• Adjusted numbering for sections A, B and D so the
repeated steps follow sequentially from the setup
steps.
• Updated firmware file reference in step B10.
• New v3 firmware:
o IR sensor reading fixes
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ExpAn)
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This test routine has 4 distinct parts which must be performed in order, but each section can be
performed for a batch of the product. The main parts of the test are:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Programming the Bootloader
Programming the Factory Test Firmware
The factory test routine
Bluetooth Configuration

A. Programming the Bootloader
Set-up
1. Open MPLAB 8.92
2. Click Configure -> Select Device
3. Select the dsPIC33EP256MU810 and click OK
4. Click programmer -> Select Programmer -> PICkit 3
5. Click programmer -> Settings and configure as
shown on the right.
6. Click OK
7. Click File -> Import and select FA_Bootloader.hex
8. Insert a 5-way SIL header into the socket on the
PICkit aligned to the arrow marking pin 1.

Repeat the following steps to load the bootloader onto multiple devices.
9. Insert the other end of the SIL header into the socket on the FA with the arrow on the PICkit
towards the rear of the robot.

10. Switch the FA unit on.
11. In MPLAB click Programmer -> Program.
12. Check that the output window says “Programming/Verify complete”
13. Unplug the SIL header and PICkit from the FA robot.
14. Switch the FA unit off.
Continue to step B – Factory test firmware.

B. Programming the Factory Test Firmware
Set-up
1. Print the calibration page at the end of the document onto White paper using a colour or
laser printer.
2. Run the PC_Loader.exe application.
3. Click the enable checkbox in the USB section.
4. Change the VID to 0x12BF
5. Change the PID to 0xA1

Repeat the following steps to load the test routine onto multiple devices.
6. Connect the FA to the PC using a USB cable
7. Switch the FA unit on
8. The LED by the USB connector should flash, if not then press switch SW3.
9. Click Connect and the message “device connected” should appear
10. Click load hex file and select the file “API_Master_Production - P4v3.hex”
11. Click Erase-Program-Verify and the message “Verification successful” should appear
12. Click Run application and the LCD should briefly display the text “Formula AllCode” and the
Battery Level.
13. Unplug the USB cable from the FA robot.
14. Switch the FA unit off.

Continue to step C – Factory test routine.

C. The factory test routine
Note: The switches on the front of the robot can be used to skip the current test stage (SW2) or to
go back and repeat the previous stage (SW1). The test routine is only passed if the FA completes the
test routine without having to use the press switches (unless requested).
•

Switch on the FA

•

On power up the LCD will display Formula AllCode and the Battery Level and then continue
to a User Menu.

•

Press SW1 until the Menu has “Test Mode” Selected

•

Press SW2 to begin the test.

1. Visual Test
a. The LCD will display “Formula AllCode Test”
b. The LEDs will then light up one at a time in turn
c. The speaker will then output a short series of tones going up in frequency
d. The LCD backlight will then light up
2. IR Range Sensors Test
a. Make sure nothing is near to the FA and the FA will display 0 for all readings
b. Hold a folded white piece of paper close to each sensor (approx. 10mm), an audible
sound will be heard to signify the sensor has detected the paper and the LCD will
display a “OK” by the active sensor.
c. Once all sensors have been tested the test routine will automatically move to the
next step.
3. Battery and Charge Test
a. The LCD will display the battery voltage
b. Connect a powered USB cable to the FA and text “Charging” should appear on the
display.
c. If the battery voltage is in range and the USB cable is plugged and unplugged then
the test routine will automatically move to the next step.
4. Line Sensors Test
a. Pick the FA up and place onto a white section of the calibration page
b. The test routine will automatically move to the next step if the sensors pass the test.
5. Motor Balance and Line Sensors Speed Test
a. Place the FA onto the printed calibration page inside the inner box and so it is
aligned with the straight lines
b. Press switch SW2 to begin the test
c. The FA will drive forwards without encoder feedback and beep whenever the line
following sensors are over the black areas. Audible beeps should be heard.
d. Check that when the FA stops moving that it is still within the outer bounds of the
table to ensure the motors are fairly evenly matched.
e. If the balance test fails then check that the slower wheel is not tight against the FA
body and repeat the test by pressing SW1.

Here are some examples of balance test passes and failures

6. Motors and Encoders Test
a. Reposition the FA in the start space on the calibration page
b. Press switch SW2 to begin the test
c. Drive Forwards approx. 90mm so the front of the FA is approx. in line with the top of
the calibration table.
d. Drive Backwards approx. 90mm so the FA is approx. back in its starting position.
e. Spin Anti-clockwise four times approx. 90 degrees so the FA is approx. back in its
starting position.
f. Apply calibration (if needed). There are three scenarios:
i. If front foot lines up with 0 +/- 2.5 degrees, press SW2 to proceed
ii. If front foot is between +/-2.5 and +/-40 degrees, press SW1 to alter the
software turn calibration setting to match the setting then press SW2 to
proceed. No need to retest after calibration.
iii. If front foot is outside +/- 40 degrees range, then the Encoders test has
failed. No need to calibrate, but add a special mark to denote the failure
(saying “front foot exceeds +/- 40 degrees”) and press SW2 to proceed. If no
problems with other tests, then ship such defect to us normally.
Note: The turn status may be different when the product is retested, so when a QA
check is done the tolerance can be wider (0 +/- 10 degrees).

7. Light and Sound Test
a. Point the light sensor at a light source such as a lamp and the FA should beep
b. Cover the light sensor and the FA should beep again
c. Turning the volume potentiometer clockwise should reduce the Sound reading to
the range 20 - 40.
d. Turning the volume potentiometer anti-clockwise should increase the Sound reading
to over 3800.
e. Remove the spindle from the potentiometer – this should be included in the bag for
the FA.
f. Adjust the potentiometer so the Sound reading is around 2050 +/- 150
g. Press switch SW2 to proceed.

8. Clap Test
a. Clap your hands near the FA and the FA should beep and automatically move onto
the next stage of the test
9. Accelerometer Test – We are aware this currently has a problem and may fail.
a. Sit the FA flat on the table and it should beep
b. Tilt the FA forwards until it beeps
c. Tilt the FA backwards until it beeps
d. Tilt the FA to the right until it beeps
e. Tilt the FA to the left until it beeps
f. Flip the robot upside down until it beeps
g. When all six states are sensed the test routine will automatically move onto the next
stage.
10. The LCD prints the status of the testing
a. If all tests were ok then the LCD shows “Test Routine PASS”
b. If a test failed then the LCD will show the status of the various tests.
11. Switch the FA unit under test off.
If testing was successful then continue to step D – Bluetooth Configuration.

D. Bluetooth Configuration
This tool will set the Bluetooth “name” and “pair key” for each unit. The name is made up of 3 parts
– a fixed prefix, and auto-incrementing serial number, and a fixed suffix. The first unit of this batch
should be named “FA02500”, the next “FA02501”, etc. This name should increment automatically to
ensure each unit has a unique name.

Set-up
1. Double click the Bluetooth Configuration shortcut and the following window should appear.

2. Click the edit settings checkbox.
3. Set the prefix text field to FA1
4. (If using multiple machines then create a unique prefix for each machine e.g. FA1, FA2, FA3
etc.)
5. Set the Key text field to 1234
6. Untick the edit checkbox.

Repeat the following steps to setup the Bluetooth name and key on multiple
devices.
7. Connect the FA to the PC using a USB cable
8. Switch the FA unit on and press SW3 to reset the FA, the LED D1 should start flashing
9. Wait a few seconds for the Bluetooth details to be read, these appear on the title bar of the
application.
10. Click Set Bluetooth Details button and the message “Send successful” should appear
11. The serial number in the application should automatically increment by 1.
12. Switch the FA unit off.
13. Unplug the USB cable from the FA robot.
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